
Information, contracts and
competition

Chapter IV
Principal Agent Models with many
agents and many principal

This part of the course give an elementary model
of competition between principals, principal being
competing on the mechanism they propose.
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Competing Principal in a non cooperative game

As we already said a Principal-agent model can be understood as an
extension of a noncooperative game. However, here, at the ground
level, we consider principal engaged in a non cooperative competing
between themself.

The key element will be to understand the role of the agents in this
competition.



Roadmap

0) Introduction
1) On competing mechanism under exclusive competition
2) Extensions



1. On competing mechanism under exclusive
competition,

From - A. Attar, E. Campioni, G. Piaser, P. (2018). On competing
mechanism under exclusive competitions. Games and Economic Be-
havior, Volume 111, September 2018, Pages 1-15.



Agents and Principals

J principals, I agents which type is unknown to the principals. The
joint distribution of types if common knowledge



Decisions (actions) of the Principal and of the agents

Participation is a key element of this competing mechanism. Indeed, participation
was not really discussed in the Myerson game with one principal, as the partici-
pation with that principal was a natural issue. Here, with many principals, the
first thing that the principal wants to contract is the participation with agents.

The decisions of the agents are restricted to participation only. And the partici-
pation is made before the principal receive any information.

The decisions of the principal are finite (technical assumption only).

We will explore carrefully the not-so-simple structure of the set A.

There are I + J payoff functions to consider, but at the end, there will be J
mechanism and a partition of size J of the I agents.



Exclusive communication
Principal decisions will depend upon Ω and A, but also on the communication

scheme that we consider below

Here, “messages” are the agents reporting

One agent is supposed to send a message to a particular principal if he participates
with him. However, To make the notation easier, we will say that every agent
send a message to every principal, the ∅ message being systematically the one
sent by an agent that does not participate with one of the principal, to that
principal.



J Mechanisms

Messages are by nature private messages. We suppose at the first glance that
the principal can receive message from any agent, that is the set of message is
Mj = ×i∈IM i

j .

The principal receive also the array of participation decisions aj = (a1
j , a2

j , ..., aI
j ) ∈ Aj

Remark : Notice that in response to the array of messages and actions addressed
to him the γj (mj , aj ) decision of principal j is a distribution of his actions (be-
longing to ∆(Xj ))



Timing

|

Principals
commit to γj
simultaneously

|

Agents decide
participation ai and messages mi

simultaneously

|

(mi , ai ) ∈ S i sent
Each γj(mi , ai )
implemented

Consider the possibility for the principal to choose a mixed stra-
tegy, that is a probability distribution over Γj , Γj being the set of all
the mechanisms available to principal j

[what is the size of Γj , and of Γ = ×Γj ?]

We also allow agents to play mixed strategies



Agents strategies and payoffs

Here, when agents play mixed strategy, λi (γ, ωi ) is the joint proba-
bility distribution over message and participation,

We consider here the interim payoff and the ex ante payoff of the
principal :



bayesian equilibrium



Exemple : competitive insurance

In Rothchild and Stliglitz, menus are not contingent to participation. Here, they are.



Failure of the revelation principle

In that economy, we obtain more equilibrium that in the original Rothchild and
Stiglitz economy, which is the restriction of this economy to direct mechanism.
This is what can be called a failure of the revelation principle



RSI



RSII
A particular strategy of P1 leads to the monopole allocation, with the addition
of two arbitrary messages m and m′.

This outcome can be supported in a pure strategy equilibrium of a competing-
mechanism game GΓ in which each agent’s message set contains, beyond her
individual types and the degenerate message {∅}, the two additional messages
m and m′.


